Notice inviting quotations for Microwave Diathermy.

17/1/2013

IIT Hospital intends to purchase a Microwave Diathermy unit as per the attached technical specification and terms and conditions on buy back of existing microwave diathermy machine. The purchase will be done through a two part bidding process. Technical and financial bids have to be made separately. Interested vendors should send their bids to

Dr. Lily Khosa  
Head, Hospital Services  
I I T Hospital  
Hauz Khas, New Delhi 16

Latest by 5 p.m on 5th February 2013

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Should have Continuous and Pulse Mode (12 Programmers’)  
Continuous mode Maximum Power – 200Watt  
Pulsed Mode Maximum Power – 1250 Watt  
Should have operating frequency 2450Mhz  
Should have impulse frequency 1-50Hz  
Should have international protection class 1, Type B  
Should have standard accessories like HF Cable, Mains cable, Small emitter, Omni directional emitter (Cone), Manual, Synclinal emitter.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Quotations must be made in sealed envelopes. Technical and financial bids must be sent separately in two sealed envelopes and then put together in one envelop. The quotes must reach latest by 5.00 p.m on 5th February 2013.
2. Price must be quoted FOB New Delhi
3. If the item quoted are proprietary in nature, please enclose a proprietary certificate from the Principals stating that “Certified that...... Is a proprietary item of M/S...... and no other manufacturer makes these items.
4. Payments are made by RTGS/NEFT against full and satisfactory installation.
5. Validity of quotations should be 90 days.
6. Period of delivery should be 15 days.
7. Educational discount should also be mentioned.
8. Comprehensive on-site warranty for 3 years from the date of successful installation.
9. Purchase finalization Committee has the right to accept or reject any bid or all quotations without assigning any reason whatsoever.
Checklist for Technical Bid

1. Signed copy of the Quotation documents
2. Technical compliance statement
3. Authorization Certificate of Manufacturer
4. Copy of PAN card/TIN Number/Sales Tax Number
5. Delivery schedule
6. Quotation Validity (90 days from the NIQ due date)
7. Acceptance of payment through RTGS/NEFT
8. Comprehensive Warranty for Three years

Checklist for Financial bid

1. Rates of on-site comprehensive warranty for three years
2. Rates, applicable taxes, duties etc.
3. Buy back value of existing Microwave Diathermy machine should be enclosed.